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S U M M A R Y
We show that superresolution imaging in the far-field region of the sources and receivers is
theoretically and practically possible if resonant multiples are migrated. A resonant multiple
is one that bounces back and forth between two scattering points; it can also be the multiple
between two smoothly varying interfaces as long as the reflection wave paths partially overlap
and reflect from the same Fresnel zone. For a source with frequency f, compared to a one-way
trip, N round trips in propagating between two scatterers increase the effective frequency
by 2N × f and decrease the effective wavelength by λ/(2N). Thus, resonant multiples can, in
principle, be used as high-frequency probes to estimate detailed properties of layers. Tests with
both synthetic and field data validate this claim. Improved resolution by multiple imaging is not
only feasible for crustal reflections, but might be applicable to mantle and core reverberations
recorded by earthquake seismologists.

Key words: Inverse theory; Tomography; Computational seismology; Wave scattering and
diffraction.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The resolution limit in refocusing light waves by a conventional
optical lens is defined as the Rayleigh resolution limit (Elmore &
Heald 1969; Born & Wolf 1999) or if the object is close enough to
the lens such as in a microscope, then there is the Abbe resolution
limit of λ/2. Here, λ is the wavelength associated with the light.
This resolution limit is important for defining the minimum distance
between two neighbouring objects in which they are distinguishable
in the image.

Multipathing of seismic energy can be used to increase the di-
versity of arrivals at the source, and so can lead to exceeding the
Rayleigh resolution limit. As an example, Blomgren et al. (2002)
present a mathematical description of high-resolution multipath
imaging with a time reverse mirror (TRM) in a random medium.
They specified the TRM spot size to be of width �x such that
�x = λZ/ae, where Z is the distance between the recording plane
and the source, and ae is the effective aperture that results from
transmission multipathing effects.1 They defined superresolution
imaging in the case ae > a, where the effective aperture width is ae

and a is the actual width of the recording plane. Their mathematical
analysis and paraxial simulations confirmed this to be true for for-
ward scattering in a random medium where backscattering effects
are ignored in the simulations; experiments in underwater acoustics
(Dowling & Jackson 1992) had previously observed this narrowing
of spot size. The high-resolution imaging likely resulted from the
greater range of incidence angles at the source due to multipathing

1
This definition for �x will be denoted as a Rayleigh-like resolution formula.

effects, and so the Abbe resolution �x < λ/2 did not appear to have
been significantly exceeded.

Superresolution imaging that significantly exceeds the Abbe limit
�x � λ/2, however, is possible if seismic energy scattered from
subwavelength objects in the near field of the source is refocused
by TRMs to the source location (Cragg & So 2000; Lerosey et al.
2007; Fink 2008; Zhang & Liu 2008). This is similar to optical
imaging devices that include a super lens in the near field of the
source (i.e., within a half-wavelength distance) that converts the
evanescent energy to propagating waves (de Fornel 2001). Analo-
gous to the scanning tunnelling microscope, Schuster et al. (2012)
proposed a seismic scanning tunnelling macroscope that harnesses
the subwavelength imaging potential in near-field seismic energy.
In this case, the evanescent energy in the near-field region is char-
acterized by the strongly varying inverse distance term 1/r in the
Green’s functions. Such variations in the TRM profile can indicate
the presence and subwavelength size of nearby scatterers.

The question naturally arises: can one achieve superresolution of
�x � λ/2 in the far field of both sources and receivers without the
use of evanescent fields? As we show in this report, the answer is
yes if resonant scattered arrivals are properly migrated. As a simple
example, Fig. 1 depicts single- and triple-bounce scattering2 be-
tween two scatterers for a single source–receiver pair on the surface.
Migration of the scattered event requires that the energy arriving
between τA and τB should be smeared between the inner and outer

2
Henceforth, an M-bounce scattering implies an M-way trip between the
two scatterers and is counted as M/2 round trips.

C© The Authors 2014. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of The Royal Astronomical Society. 1943
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1944 G. T. Schuster and Y. Huang

Figure 1. Migration responses of a single trace for (a) single- and (b) triple-bounce scattering between the scatterers at x0 and x1. The innermost part of the
oval is the locus of points where xo can be located and still provides the total traveltime equal to τA; and the outermost one is associated with traveltime τB.
The triple-bounce oval in (b) is skinniest because there are three ray segments between the innermost and outermost ovals compared to just one in (a). The total
traveltime τ b − τ a along the three segments must be equal to that along the single segment in (a).

boundaries of the Cartesian oval.3 The triple-bounce oval is three
times skinnier than the single-bounce one because the rays must
traverse the oval band three times (see zoom view of three rays in
far right of Fig. 1b) to account for the time difference τB − τA;
this compares to the single-bounce case in Fig. 1(a) where only one
traverse is required. If the time to propagate one wavelength is one
period ≈τB − τA of time, then the band in Fig. 1 (b) is about 1/3 of
a wavelength thick compared to the one-wavelength thick band in
Fig. 1(a). Skinnier migration bands lead to better resolution in the
migration image.

Previous to our work, Simonetti et al. (2007, 2008) showed that
by abandoning the Born approximation and considering multiple
scattering effects, images with a resolution better than λ/4 and
with fewer artefacts than those observed under the Born approxi-
mation can be achieved. Their methodology included an inversion
algorithm that was able to extract information about the subwave-
length structure from multiple scattering events. In comparison, the
multiple scattering treated in our paper can be between objects that
are separated by many wavelengths, and we can still reconstruct
superresolution information about the objects.

A resonant multiple is defined as the reverberating arrival that
revisits the same bounce point along coincident ray paths. As an
example, Fig. 2(c) depicts the triplet of parallel rays associated with
resonant scattering between two scatterers. This differs from the
usual multiple reflections where the ray paths for a fixed source–
receiver pair do not coincide for different orders of multiples.

An example of a specular resonance is the nth-order free-surface
multiple recorded in the zero-offset trace. The up- and downgoing
ray paths from an underlying reflector coincide n-times with one

3
A Cartesian oval is the figure consisting of all those points for which the
sum of the distance to one focus (g in Fig. 1) plus three (or M) times the
distance to a second focus (i.e. x1 in Fig. 1) is a constant. In terms of
traveltimes, the Cartesian oval for a two-point scatterer in Fig. 1(b) is the
locus of points xo that satisfy τsx1 + 3τx1xo + τxo g = constant.

another, and so the resulting migration image will enjoy superres-
olution characteristics.4 In contrast, the migration image computed
from non-zero offset multiples will have much less resolution be-
cause their ray paths do not coincide with one another.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The formalism for
superresolution imaging with resonant multiples is presented in the
next section. This is followed by synthetic examples associated with
multiple scatterers. A field data example is also presented where
resonant free-surface multiples are migrated to image the seafloor
as well as the boundary at the top of a salt body. The conclusions
are given in the final section.

2 S U P E R R E S O LU T I O N I M A G I N G B Y
R E S O NA N C E

Superresolution imaging in the far-field region of sources and re-
ceivers is possible if resonant multiples in the data are properly
migrated. We now show this with a simple two-scatterer example
where the point scatterers can be located more than a wavelength
apart from one another.

Assume the two-scatterer model in Figs 2(b) and (c) where the
M-bounce resonant scattering data are approximated by

g, s ∈ B

d︷ ︸︸ ︷
d(g|s)M

=

L︷ ︸︸ ︷
r M+1

o G(x1|s)
∫

�xo

dyG(g|y)G(y|x1)M

m︷ ︸︸ ︷
δm(y), (1)

where a localized5 reflectivity distribution δm(y) is centred at y = xo

about the small area �xo , and the two neighbouring scatterers each

4
Another example of specular resonance is the reverberations within a closed
body such as a cylinder with a semi-transparent interface.

5
For convenience, we assume a subwavelength reflectivity distribution
whose response can be asymptotically represented by a point-source
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Figure 2. Ray diagrams for (a) single scattering, (b) primary multiple scattering and (c) three-bounce M = 3 resonant scatterering between the two scatterers
(black filled circles). The geophone and source wavenumber vectors are denoted as kg and ks, respectively, and each scatterer is a subwavelength-sized
reflectivity distribution centred about either xo or x1. The reflectivity model vector estimated by migration is given by ks + kg; for a wide range of geophone
positions, the reconstructed model spectra are denoted by the thick quarter circles below each ray diagram in (a)–(c). The dashed semi-circles denote the model
spectra associated with a wide range of source positions in (d) or x1 scatterer positions in (e) and (f).

have a scattering coefficient denoted by ro. The above equation is
more compactly represented by d = Lm, where L is the forward
modelling operator, d represents the data vector and m denotes the
perturbed reflectivity distribution. The line of coincident sources
and receivers is directly above the two scatterers, so the integration
is only over the vertical cross-section that contains both the scat-
terers and recording line. The point scatterer at x1 is assumed to be
known, and the goal is to use migration of the interscatterer multi-
ples to locate the scatterer’s location xo. To expedite the analysis,
only the M-bounce resonance between the central scatterer and its
neighbours are considered and other interscatterer interactions are
ignored.

The asymptotic Green’s function is given by

G(x|x′) = Axx ′ eiωτxx ′ , (2)

for a harmonic point source at x′, a receiver at x, Axx ′ , accounts
for geometrical spreading and ω is the angular frequency. The two
scatterers are assumed to be in the far-field region of the recording
line and the background medium is sufficiently smooth relative to
the wavelength for the validity of the asymptotic Green’s function
(Bleistein 1984). Fig. 2(c) depicts the rays for the resonant scattering
with M = 3 and the ray path trajectory s → x1 → xo → x1 → xo

→ g, where we conveniently ignore other triple-bounce resonances
such as the trajectory s → xo → x1 → xo → x1 → g.

Green’s function (Godin 2011). We will also denote this localized scat-
terer as a point scatterer.

The M-bounce scattered data can be migrated with the precondi-
tioned migration kernel G(g, x, s)M :

g, s ∈ B; x ∈ �

G(g, x, s)∗M = αG(g|x)∗[G(x|x1)M ]∗G(x1|s)∗, (3)

where x is the trial image point for the scatterer at xo and
α = r−M−1

o [Agx AM
xx1

Ax1s]−2 is a convenient pre-conditioner, which
depends on g, x, s and x1, to mitigate the effects of reflectance
scaling and geometrical spreading in the data and migration kernel.
We shall denote G(g, x, s)∗M as a natural migration kernel because
it naturally takes into account the M-bounce multiple scattering for
two scatterers, one at x1 and the other at the trial image point x.

Multiplying the migration kernel in eq. (3) by the data in eq. (1)
and integrating over sources and receivers g, s ∈ B gives the
migration image δm(x)mig at the trial image point x ∈ �:

δm(x)mig =

LT︷ ︸︸ ︷∫∫
B2

dxg dxsG(g, x, s)∗M

d︷ ︸︸ ︷
d(g|s)M

=

LT︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ

∫
B

dxg
G(g|x)∗[G(x|x1)M ]∗

[Agx AM
xx1

]2

L︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
�

dyG(g|y)G(y|x1)M

m︷ ︸︸ ︷
δm(y), (4)
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where

γ
def= ∫

B dxs = |B|. (5)

Inserting the asymptotic Green’s function in eq. (2) into eq. (4),
restricting x to be near the scatterer at xo and |xo − g| 	 λ (see
Appendix A) gives

δm(x)mig ≈ γ

∫∫
B×�xo

dxg dyei{

kx1 xo︷ ︸︸ ︷
Mω∇τxo x1 +

kxo g︷ ︸︸ ︷
ω∇τgxo }·[y−x]δm(y)

(6)

= γ

∫∫
B×Bx ′

1

dxg dx ′
1δ(x ′

1 − x1)e
−i

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
{kx ′

1xo + kgxo } ·x

× δM(

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
kx ′

1xo + kgxo ), (7)

where δM(kx , kz) is the spectrum of the reflectivity model δm(y).
This equation says that the migration image δm(x)mig is a ban-
dlimited approximation to the actual reflectivity image δm(x). The
model wavenumbers k = kx ′

1xo + kgxo are bandlimited because the
geophone aperture on the surface is finite and there is only one pair
of scatterers.

However, eq. (6) implies that resonance effectively increases
the source frequency from ω to ωeff = Mω, and so increases
the model wavenumber from ω∇τxo x1 to Mω∇τxo x1 . For the
Fig. 2(c) example, the horizontal resolution limit for kx1xo becomes
�x = πc/ωeff = 0.5λ/3 so that far-field superresolution imaging is
theoretically possible6 for M ≥ 3.

2.1 Practical imaging of resonance

In practice, primaries, not multiples, are migrated to the reflec-
tors of origin so that far-field superresolution is not feasible with
standard migration. However, non-linear least-squares reverse time
migration (RTM) or full-wave inversion (FWI) updates the back-
ground reflectivity after each iteration. Doing so means that the
background wavefields can contain both primaries and multiples,
which can build-up the natural migration operator with both pri-
maries and multiples to achieve superresolution. Another possibil-
ity is to use the Marchenko equations (Wapenaar et al. 2013) to
iteratively reconstruct natural Green’s functions at depth from sur-
face measurements, which should include strong resonance energy
near layers with strong impedance contrasts. Similar to the data-
driven Marchenko approach, the well known surface-related multi-
ple elimination (SRME) method of Verschuur et al. (1992) predicts
free-surface related multiples from the data, and does not require
knowledge of the velocity distribution. The resonant multiples can
then be extracted and used for superresolution imaging.

Other iterative algorithms have been developed (Soni &
Verschuur 2014) that theoretically predict and invert all internal
multiples in the data under ideal circumstances. This work im-
proves upon earlier developments for predicting internal multiples
from surface seismic data (Jakubowicz 1998a,b; ten Kroode 2002;
Ikelle 2006). The next section presents examples where multiple
migration is used to achieve superresolution imaging with both
synthetic and field data sets.

6 �M/2 cannot be too large because each round trip returns a weaker signal
due to geometrical spreading and transmission loss effects.

3 N U M E R I C A L R E S U LT S

Imaging results for two numerical experiments will be presented.
The first one is for shot gathers simulated in the Fig. 3 model
of an unknown scatterer surrounded by six scatterers with known
positions. The resonance is for three bounces between the central
scatterer and any one of its six neighbours, with rays similar to
those in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 3(a) shows the resulting migration image
when only the one-bounce data (see Fig. 1a) are migrated. Here,
a horizontal resolution limit no better than Abbe resolution is ob-
tained. In contrast the three-bounce resonance data are migrated to
give Fig. 3(b), where the resolution limit decreases by the expected
factor of 3. Compared to the wavelength indicated by the two-sided
arrow, superresolution imaging is achieved.

The other data set is associated with field data recorded by a
marine seismic experiment where a common offset gather (COG)
is shown in Fig. 4(a). The earliest reflection is that from the water
bottom (top green arrow) and the top of the salt reflection is indicated
by the lowermost green arrow in the green box. The corresponding
first-order surface-related multiples are indicated by the red arrows
in the red box of panel (a).

These primaries and their associated first-order multiples are
windowed and migrated by a diffraction-stack migration code, with
the multiple imaging condition used for migrating the first-order
multiples. The migration velocity is taken to be that of the water
velocity because the top of the salt is proximal to the seafloor.
Figs 4(b) and (c) depict, respectively, the primary and first-order
multiple images. It is obvious that the multiple migration image in
panel (c) reveals much sharper vertical resolution for both the water-
bottom and the top-of-the-salt interfaces. Consistent with theory, the
resolution for the first-order multiple image is more than twice that
of the the primary image.

4 C O N C LU S I O N S

We show that superresolution imaging in the far-field region of
the sources and receivers is theoretically and practically possible if
migration of resonant multiples is employed. A resonant multiple
is one that bounces back and forth between two scattering points; it
can also be the multiple between two smoothly varying interfaces
as long as the reflection wave paths partially overlap and reflect
from the same Fresnel zone. For a source with frequency f, N round
trips in propagating between two scatterers increase the effective
frequency by 2N × f and decrease the effective wavelength by
λ/(2N).

Tests with both synthetic and field data validate the above claims.
In both cases, the spatial resolution improves with the order of the
multiple. For the field data example, the multiple image of the top-
of-the-salt showed about twice the resolution of the primary image.
This improved resolution can be important for correctly imaging
sediments below the salt body, and so has the potential for signif-
icantly improving the accuracy of subsalt images. Our study also
suggests that resonant migration images should not be combined
with non-resonant multiple images with much worse resolution.

However, there are practical limitations to achieving superreso-
lution with multiple migration.

(i) A limitation of superresolution imaging is that the resonant
multiples are restricted to a small set of wavenumber directions. For
example, the field data example with narrow-angle traces restricted
the resonance wavenumber vectors to be mostly along the vertical
direction.
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Figure 3. Migration images subject to six reference scatterers indicated by ◦, when (a) one bounce takes place between the trial image point and any one of
the scatterers, or (b) three bounces take place between the trial image point and each of the six scatterers. The bouncing condition is applied consistently in
both forward modelling and migration; and the multiple scattering responses were not separated from one another prior to migration.

Figure 4. (a) A COG containing primaries (in green box) and first-order surface-related multiples (in red box). The events indicated by arrows are diffraction-
stack migrated to yield migration images of (b) the two primary events, indicated by green arrows, and (c) the two multiple events, indicated by red arrows.
Water velocity is used as the migration velocity so that there is a slight discrepancy in the interface depths of the two types of images; this discrepancy can be
eliminated by using a more accurate migration-velocity model. Note the finer topographic details in the salt top of (c) compared to (b).
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(ii) Improved resolution from multiples will be limited by the
Earth’s attenuation which can significantly degrade the higher fre-
quencies in the multiples compared to the primaries. This problem
can be expected for deep reflectors in a highly attenuative medium.

(iii) The accuracy of an nth-order multiple image can be n-times
more sensitive to velocity errors than a primary image; this assumes
a surface-related multiple. This problem can be partly mitigated by
improving the accuracy of the velocity model with waveform inver-
sion methods, velocity scans, or by estimating natural traveltimes
of multiples from picked primary times (Schuster 2005).

(iv) If the adjoining scatterers are too close to one another, then
interscatterer reverberations might limit the ability to separate the
surface-related multiples and primaries from one another. How-
ever, this was not a problem with the top-of-the-salt example where
the primary reflections were well separated from their associated
surface-related multiples.

(v) To reduce noisy artefacts in the migration image, multiples
should be isolated from other events. Some effective multiple sep-
aration methods include the data-driven methods of SRME (Ver-
schuur et al. 1992) and internal multiple prediction (ten Kroode
2002).

One of the implications of this study is that interbed multiples can,
in principle, be used as high-frequency probes to estimate detailed
properties of layers. This is not only applicable to crustal reflections,
but also to mantle and core reverberations studied by earthquake
seismologists.
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A P P E N D I X A : M I G R AT I O N O F DATA
≈ F−1{δM(k)}
The migration image δm(x)mig calculated from the resonant mul-
tiples d(g|s)M will now be shown to approximate the bandlimited
inverse Fourier transform of δM(k), where δm(y) = F−1[δM(k)].
The wavenumber bandlimits are determined by the restrictions in
the recording geometry, the order of the resonant multiple, and the
relative orientation of the two scatterers.

The reflectivity distribution δm(y) is defined to be zero except
for y in a subwavelength region about xo, so we can expand the
traveltimes τyx1 and τ gy about xo and approximate them as

τyx1 ≈ τx0x1 + ∇τxo x1 · [y − xo],

τgy ≈ τgxo + ∇τgxo · [y − xo]. (A1)

The trial image point x will be restricted to be near xo so that τxx1

and τ gx can also be approximated as

τxx1 ≈ τxo x1 + ∇τxo x1 · [x − xo],

τgx ≈ τgxo + ∇τgxo · [x − xo]. (A2)

We will define the depth of investigation zo to be much deeper
than the width of the recording aperture, so the denominator
[Agx AM

xx1
]2 in eq. (4) approximates the geometrical spreading terms
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[Agx AM
xx1

AM
yx1

Agy] associated with the integrand’s Green’s func-
tions. In this case, eq. (4) becomes

δm(x)mig ≈ γ

∫
B

dxg

∫
�xo

dyeiω{M∇τxo x1 +∇τgxo }·[y−x]δm(y), (A3)

where the traveltime terms are approximated by eqs (A1) and (A2).
According to the dispersion equation, the wavenumbers are re-

lated to the traveltime gradients by

kx1xo = Mω∇τx1xo ; kgxo = ω∇τgxo , (A4)

where kgxo is the geophone-to-scatterer wavenumber vector and the
scatterer-to-scatterer wavenumber is denoted as Mω∇τx1xo = kx1xo .
Eq. (A3) now can be rewritten as

δm(x)mig ≈ γ

∫
B

dxge−i{kx1 xo +kgxo }·x
∫

�xo

dyei{kx1 xo +kgxo }·yδm(y)

= γ

∫∫
B×Bx ′

1

dxg dx ′
1δ(x′

1 − x)e
−i{

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
kx ′

1xo + kgxo }·x

×

δM(kx ′
1 xo

+kgxo )︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
�xo

dye
i{kx ′

1 xo
+kgxo }·y

δm(y), (A5)

where Bx ′
1

defines the set of horizontal coordinates for
mostly fictitious scatterers7 at depth zo and δM(k) =∫

�xo
dye

i{kx ′
1 xo

+kgxo }·y
δm(y) is defined as the 2-D Fourier transform

of δm(y). The model wavenumber components k = (kx, kz) can be
written in terms of angles of incidence as

kx = ωs(xo)(sin βx1xo + sin βgxo ),

kz = ωs(xo)(cos βx1xo + cos βgxo ), (A6)

where s(xo) is the slowness at xo, and βgxo and βx1xo denote the
incidence angles8 of the geophone–scatterer and scatterer–scatterer
rays, respectively, at the scatterer’s location (xo, zo). These incidence
angles are implicit functions of the geophone (xg, 0) and scatterer’s
coordinates xo = (xo, zo) and x1 = (x1, z1); in the Fig. 2 example
z1 = zo.

Eqs (A6) and (A5) say that the migration image δm(x)mig is a
bandlimited version of δm(x) because the available kgxo + kx1xo

wavenumbers are restricted by the limited geophone geometry and
by the relative position between the two scatterers. The scatterer
at x1 plays the role of a virtual point source, and its relative po-
sition with respect to xo determines the orientation of the kx1xo

wavenumber.

7
Creating the integration over the x ′

1 coordinate is a convenience that mas-
sages the 1-D integral in xg into a 2-D integration in the xg and x ′

1 coordi-
nates.

8
The incidence angles are measured with respect to the vertical axis.

For example, the model wavenumber vector that can be recon-
structed by the single geophone and M = 3 resonance in Fig. 2(c) is
given by the wavenumber ks + kg = kx1xo + kgxo = ω{3∇τx1xo +
∇τgxo }. The associated model spectra reconstructed from these data
are given by the thick quarter circle in Fig. 2(f) for a wide range
of geophone positions. The dashed semi-circle depicts the range of
kx1xo wavenumbers associated with a wide range of x1 scatterers
that might surround xo. Note that the resonant wavenumbers are
larger than those for the primary or single scattering examples in
Figs 2(d) and (e).

Eq. (A6) is a mapping between model wavenumber components
and scatterer–receiver components,9 not the usual source–receiver
components seen in diffraction migration (Beylkin 1985) or trans-
mission tomography (Sheng & Schuster 2003). For a distribution of
scatterers along a line with known locations x1 ∈ Bx1 and reflection
coefficient ro, their contribution to the migration image in eq. (A5)
is given by an integration over the x1 coordinates:

δm(x)mig ≈ γ

∫∫
B×Bx1

dxg dx1e−i

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
{kx1xo + kgxo } ·x

× δM(

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
kx1xo + kgxo ), (A7)

where Bx1 represents the locations of these known scatterers. This
means that we can transform the above integration into that over
model wavenumber components (Beylkin 1985):

δm(x)mig = γ

∫
Dxo

e−ik·xδM(k)J −1 dkx dkz, (A8)

where Dxo is the bandlimited set of wavenumbers that eq. (A6)
maps from the scatterer–geophone coordinates to model wavenum-
ber components, and J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix
related to the mapping in eq. (A6). In other words, the migra-
tion image is a bandlimited approximation to the actual reflectivity
image.

9
In Figs 2(b) and (c) the kx1xo wavenumber does not depend on the source
location, only the relative positions of the two scatterers.
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